DBpedia is considered as one of the recently emerging hot topics in the field of Semantic Web due to its importance in adding structure to Wikipedia, the largest online encyclopedia worldwide covering 285 Wikipedia languages. Thought to be a step towards the internationalization of DBpedia, this paper describes the best practices and the efforts performed as part of the work in the deployment of the Arabic DBpedia as a new chapter will be added to the available multilingual DBpedia chapters which can support the maintenance, extraction and enriching of DBpedia especially for those users who their native language is Arabic.
INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia was established formally on 15 January 2001 as an open source online encyclopedia in one single place [1] which depends on the collaboration in authoring, editing, publishing and maintenance of textual content in several domains and languages by contributors and volunteers worldwide [2] contains various types of information represented as wikimarkup such as geo-coordinates, infobox templates, images, categorization and others [3] . Since that date till now, Wikipedia has become more popular due to its huge knowledge base that is updated all time by many users worldwide and become the 6th most visited website all over the web [4] .Wikipedia editions are available in 285 languages by total number of articles around 22.092.942 [1], however, it has faced many problems, such as; most of Wikipedia content is unstructured, it doesn't provide other ways of search rather than the textual search, and it doesn't have the capability to support sophisticated queries.
Tim Berners Lee has defined the Semantic Web as it is not just the way that help machines and people to work in cooperation, it also adds structure and meaning to the web content which can facilitate the automation of tasks and ask of sophisticated queries [5] [6] . But, unfortunately, the total picture of the Semantic Web is not completed till now. There are some endeavors and projects attempting to use the Semantic Web technologies to structurally and semantically enrich the web. One of these projects is the DBpedia project, which is a result of collaboration between the Freie University of Berlin, the University of Leipzig and the Open Link software. DBpedia project, which started in 2007, aims to extract structured information from Wikipedia as RDF triples to facilitate doing of sophisticated queries for semantic applications [7] [3] . This paper describes the efforts performed as part of the work in the deployment of the Arabic chapter of DBpedia as a new multilingual chapter hopefully to be added to available chapters such as the German [8] , Greece [9] , Korean [10] and others. This study is a step towards the internationalization of DBpedia to help internet users whose native language is Arabic to ask sophisticated queries in their native language. Moreover, it facilitates the performance of those applications which deal with the Arabic language and work as an infrastructure for new applications which may change the web nature.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the DBpedia project. Section 3 explains the process of creating and mapping of infoboxes templates of the Arabic pages and the difficulties faced. Section 4 shows the DBpedia extraction process including the architecture of the DBpedia Knowledge Framework. Finally, Conclusion and suggested Future Work are discussed in Section 5.
INTERNATIONALIZATION OF DBPEDIA
Currently at the time of writing of this paper, DBpedia dataset describes over 3.64 million things across 97 languages providing 1 billion pieces of information in the form of RDF triples with an open license [3] covering various domains, such as; persons, organizations, software, films, books, etc.. [11] [12] . There is an increasing number of publishers, contributors and data providers who publish their data on DBpedia assuming that DBpedia will improve and enhance the data quality and search in Wikipedia textual content according to DBpedia's capability to take out structured information from Wikipedia and to update it regularly if any changes occur in Wikipedia. An early version of DBpedia was in English. DBpedia Information Extraction Framework (DIEF) [11] assists DBpedia scope to become wider and cover other Wikipedia languages via adding new other chapters. The available release of DBpedia at the time of writing of this paper covers 15 localize DBpedia chapters that include Catalan, German, Greek, Spanish, French, Irish, Croatian, Hungarian, Italian, Dutch, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovene, Turkish languages in addition to English.
Unfortunately, the Arabic language was not available in these localized chapters of DBpedia. However, the number of internet users who speak Arabic is 86,077,806, around 3.8% of internet users worldwide [13] . This number is relatively large if compared to the numbers of users who speak other languages. On the other hand, this large number of users has not been reflected actually on the total number of articles available in the Arabic edition, which is around 179.044 article of Wikipedia content, if compared to the total number of articles, which is around 22, 175, 193 Through this section we will describe briefly the DBpedia ontology, the idea beyond the infobox template, the SPARQL language which is considered a protocol and query language used to retrieve data from DBpedia via end points such as Virtuso [14] and Snorql [15] .
DBpedia Ontology
DBpedia Ontology is manually created depending on the English chapter of Wikipedia infoboxes. The number of classes that form the ontology increased from 170 classes [3] to 359 classes [16] in addition to the growing of number of properties representing different relations with domain and range from 720 [3] to 1,775 [16] 
Infobox Template
It is considered a tabular form placed in the upper corner of the Wikipedia article describing the attributes of that article that summarize the article in the form of attributes-value. The infobox is enclosed by {{ }} operators. Figure 2 Shows the generated code and description of the university infobox which contains the university name, type, president and other attributes that needed to explain any template of type university. 
SPARQL
SPARQL is considered the query language for the Semantic Web and is used as an end point to query the DBpedia knowledgebase [3] to retrieve triples which can help in the development of applications based on the structured information of DBpedia. To query information from DBpedia is not a sophisticated process, it is like other query languages, the only difference in the form of the statement that depends on the idea of representing data on triples. SPARQL became a standard in 2008. [18] and from that time it is used in most of Semantic Web applications due to it is flexibility to retrieve information from the web of data. 
CREATION & MAPPING OF ARABIC TEMPLATES IN WIKIPEDIA
Wikipedia is considered as an environment of collaboration of authoring, editing and publishing of content from various contributors worldwide [2] . Wikipedia represents its data in a simple format called wiki text which is simple to edit and modify. In addition to that, it can describe both structured and unstructured content. Template is considered a way of representation articles in Wikipedia. Wikipedia article usually begins with a short paragraph describes the topic. A famous example of templates in Wikipedia is an infobox which is a formatted box collecting the main points inside the Wikipedia article and is placed behind the short summary in the page [2] . It is considered the most important piece of information in There are two ways of extraction generally used in DBpedia described in detail in [3] . They are the Generic Infobox Extraction and the Mapping-Based Infobox extraction. In the Generic Infobox Extraction; all attributes and their values in Wikipedia infoboxes are extracted in the following: the article will be the subject, the infobox attribute concatenated with the namespace of http://dbpedia.org/propenty/ will be a predicate, while the value of the infobox attribute in Wikipedia is considered an object.
On the other hand, the Mapping-Based Infobox Extraction is used to cover the shortcomings of the first method and it depends on the mapping of Wikipedia templates to ontology created to collect the most common properties used in Wikipedia.
Arabic DBpedia, likes other chapters of DBpedia, has some problems in mappings; one of these problems is the unavailability of infoboxes for many Arabic articles. For example, in the list of the Egyptian museums which considered value pages in the cultural heritage there is only 4 out of 50 museums have infoboxes which is a relatively low percentage, 8%, of the whole list. For that reason; many infoboxes for various articles were built, but this needs more efforts from contributors and the community to finish as many as can to increase the amount of data extracted from the Arabic Wikipedia feeding the Arabic chapter in DBpedia.
Because of the importance of the infobox template to DBpedia, and because the work here is considered the first attempt in the deployment of the Arabic DBpedia, this paper will explain simply the various steps needed for mapping from scratch. The process begins with the creation of infobox as an effort to increase the number of infoboxes in articles written in Arabic language.
To check the mapping of an infobox template, all what we need is to take the infobox name concatenated with the URI of the Arabic chapter in the mapping statistics, for example:
mappings.dbpedia.org/index.php/mapping_ar: ‫جامعة"‬ ‫"معلومات‬ If the mapping to the ontology has been done before, a template created including the mapping to the class inside the ontology in addition to the mapping of various properties will be displayed as in Figure 4 .
If the Wikipedia infobox has not been mapped before, the mappings page in DBpedia can be made via mapping the infobox name and attributes to the suitable class properties inside the ontology as shown in Figure 5 . Each infobox is mapped to a class and each attribute is mapped to a property in the DBpedia ontology [20] .Infobox is considered a flag indicating that this Wikipedia page belong to a particular class in the DBpedia ontology [20] and this look in the attribute mapToClass; while the second mappings attribute represents the mapping of attributes to properties inside the DBpedia ontology [20] [21].
Arabic language is considered as non-Latin language that contains characters appears as symbols via web browsers according to ASCII, for that reason users are advised to use Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome when dealing with the Arabic DBpedia.
Before the work done in this paper, the Arabic chapter of DBpedia has not been discussed yet and there was no Arabic chapter in DBpedia. After the creation of an Arabic namespace "ar" on the wiki, upon the request of the author of this paper, the property and template occurrences were zero in the beginning ; there is no mapping performed as in Figure 6 . After the practical work of this research; the number of mapped classes and properties expand now to be 17.63% as in Figure. 7 and is predicted to be increased if new contributors and volunteers join to the work of the Arabic DBpedia.
Fig 6: Shows that there is no mapping for the Arabic Wikipedia earlier this work Fig 7: Mapping of classes and properties of the Arabic DBpedia has been increased from 0% to 17.63%
For each article in Wikipedia there is a general umbrella covers each topic, for example, the umbrella that covers the infobox for Fayoum University ‫الفيوم"‬ ‫"جامعة‬ is "University".
To display the general template for University, open a new window for the English version of that infobox via: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Infobox_University as in Figure 8 .
Fig 8: Part of the infobox template for the University infobox in the English edition
From the left side menu, the Arabic template for that infobox can be selected, and the attributes of ‫الفيوم"‬ ‫"جامعة‬ can be filled by its values, while other unknown attributes can be left blank till other contributors fulfill them later.
Fig 9: Part of the infobox for the University infobox in Arabic
There is another way to see the infobox template for ‫"جامعة"‬ directly by writing: "ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:‫"جامعة‬ Or "wikipedia.org/wiki/ ‫قالب‬ : ‫جامعة‬ " As stated previously, there is a number of problems occurred in the Arabic chapter of DBpedia including the unavailability of infoboxes that discussed earlier; in addition to the problems occurred during mapping and extracting of entities.
One of the problems in the Arabic Wikipedia, is the occurrence of different names for the same attribute, such as the birth date attribute which appears in various infoboxes by different names: one time as ‫الميالد"‬ ‫"تاريخ‬ another time as " ‫ولد‬ ‫في‬ ", third time as " ‫الوالدة‬ ‫"تاريخ‬ and fourth time as " ‫ولد‬ " as in Figure 10 . But these conflicts for all these attributes can be mapped easily to birthdate in DBpedia ontology http://dbpedia.org/ontology/birthDate and by this way we can jump over different names for the same attribute
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Fig 10: Shows different names for the birth date attribute in different infoboxes
Another problem happened in the Arabic DBpedia can be concluded as the occurrence of various infobox names referring to the same concept such as:
This problem can be solved by mapping the four concepts to the same equivalent ontology class, which is the Musical Artist class in the DBpedia ontology. Inconsistency of names between the infobox and its template considered also one of the problems in the Arabic chapter of DBpedia, for example, there is a template called ‫"جامعة"‬ while the infobox name is called " ‫جامعة‬ ‫معلومات‬ " and for the ease of use, we recommend that both the infobox name and the template name should have the same name.
In most of the Arabic templates, when Geo-names are placed in the infobox, they create problems in the formatting of templates, but when they are situated outside the infobox, they work without any problem in Wikipedia, but in this case they became unusable to DBpedia.
On the other hand, If the infobox includes more than one words, such as: ‫موسيقى"‬ ‫فنان‬ ‫,"معلومات‬ the different words in the infobox name should be concatenated with each other by underscore to be used in the URL of the Wikipedia article or in the URI of DBpedia mapping.
THE DBPEDIA EXTRACTION
The goal of DBpedia is to extract the Wikipedia's structured content, organize it by a way to be easily accessible by users and applications. Extractors extract all Wikipedia attributes inside infoboxes and templates and put them on properties in the "http://dbpedia.org/property/ "namespace. Names of properties in the ontology reflect attribute names in the infoboxes [16] .
The extraction process in DBpedia can be made via two ways: the first one is a Dump Based Extraction, while the second can be through the live extraction. The extraction manager, which is the main actor in the DBpedia framework, manages the extraction of the Wikipedia articles collected by the page collection either in dump based or in the live extraction and passes them to different extractors. On the other hand, parsers support the extractors by converting the values into different units, splitting markup into list and determining data types and Geo-coordinates [3] [22].
Dump Based Extraction
The Dump Based Extraction depends on the Wikipedia dumps published in SQL for all editions and updated monthly and collected in DBpedia via the page collection of Wikipedia database. Wikipedia database is considered the source for the text of different articles in different languages and editions while the destination for those articles is the N triple serializer which pass the triples to the N-triple dumps to virtuoso triple store.
The Live Extraction
It is the second type of extraction in DBpedia; it depends on the live update of DBpedia according to any changes or modifications done in Wikipedia due to the privilege given to the DBpedia project to access the Wikipedia Open Archives Initiative protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI -PMH) live feed that instantly reports all Wikipedia changes [3] [22] [23] . Before the live extraction, the state of Wikipedia was difficult to be reflected in a precise way [22] . The live Wikipedia page collection is the source of article's text in different languages as a case in the Dump Based Extraction; while the SPARQL update is a destination that store the extracted RDF triples in the triple store. When a wiki page is processed, the extractors work to extract the infobox inside it, after the extractors complete the extraction of the new extracted triples; these triples are inserted into a triple store, which is called virtuoso, instead of the old triples and at the same time these new triples are placed in the N-Triple Dumps [22] .
Architecture of the DBpedia Knowledge Extraction Framework
The architecture of the extraction framework will be described in this section showing tasks of various extractors and modifications that can facilitate the extraction of articles written in the Arabic language. [3] and place them into dbpediaowl:wikiPageRedirects.

External Links Extractor:
It is different than the homepage extractor; this extractor extracts links to external web pages related to a concept [12] . If an article contains links to other web resources, the external link extractor will extract these links and will set them in a property called dbpedial-owl:wikiPageExternalLink. 
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Till the time of writing of this paper Arabic DBpedia stills a prototype. This paper represents the experiences in mapping of infobox templates and properties in Wikipedia to the ontology manually created in DBpedia as a base layer in the DBpedia extraction framework. This paper focuses on the Arabic DBpedia as a new chapter hopefully to be added to other international chapters in the near future. Arabic DBpedia dataset needs to be improved and well managed to increase the number of extracted triples written in the Arabic language as a step towards Arabic Semantic Web applications which are rarely corresponding to the internet users who their native language is Arabic. In addition to that contributors and volunteers are invited to join the work in the Arabic chapter of DBpedia that requires more efforts to finish as many as can of the mapping of Arabic content
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